
THE COMING WAVES OF 
CRISES

GLOBAL PREDATORS ARE PLANNING TO UNLEASH CRISIS AFTER CRISIS ON HUMANITY 
TO USHER IN THEIR GREAT RESET & NEW WORLD ORDER



MORE AND MORE CRISES COMING

• Wipe out middle class, 
independent class

• Create terror, fear, and confusion
• Force dependence on “system”
• New ethics and morality
• Transform every element of 

society









• In COVID: The Great Reset, Schwab 
vowed that life would “never” return 
to “normal.” 

• “The world as we knew it in the early 
months of 2020 is no more, dissolved 
in the context of the pandemic.”

• Looming changes are so huge that 
history will be divided into “before 
coronavirus” (BC) and “after 
coronavirus” (AC) eras. 



NEVER GOING BACK!



OTHER MARKETING TERMS:

•Build Back Better
•New World Order
•Green New Deal



NEW WORLD ORDER 



KEY PLAYERS IN 
ESTABLISHING UN

• Alger Hiss: First UN 
Secretary-General, member 
of CFR, co-author of UN 
charter, former chief of 
Carnegie Foundation, 
Bohemian Grove, Soviet spy

• Joseph Stalin: Soviet 
dictator, mass murderer, key 
UN founder, sent Molotov



CLINTON TOO



Bipartisan Agreement



CRISES USEFUL TO PREDATORS - RAHM



BASTIAT ON TACTICS

• French philosopher and 
lawmaker Frederic Bastiat
noted totalitarians are 
always “concocting the 
antidote and the poison 
in the same laboratory.”



WORLD EFFECTIVELY CONTROLLED BY THE UN

• How to get world 
controlled by UN? 
Lincoln Bloomfield says 
fastest: “a grave crisis or 
war to bring about a 
sudden transformation 
in national attitudes 
sufficient for the 
purpose.” 



WAR & CRISIS ARE KEY

• Bloomfield says conditions most likely 
to accelerate process are “a crisis, a 
war, or a brink-of-war situation so 
grave or commonly menacing that 
deeply-rooted attitudes and practices 
are sufficiently shaken to open the 
possibility of a revolution in world 
political arrangements.” 



ART OF THE LONG VIEW

• “Predictions” come from “Scenario 
Planning”

• Peter Schwarz, VP Salesforce, master 
of this, working closely with Schwab 
et al.

• Beyond predicting: Writing a script



BANK PANIC = FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

• The Bank Panic of 1907 caused 
by bankers lending out so much 
that they had virtually no 
reserves was exploited by leading 
bankers to create Federal 
Reserve cartel.



WORLD WAR I

• WWI led to League of Nations
• Children herded into government schools 

as men went to war, women to factories



GREAT DEPRESSION = MASSIVE GOVERNMENT EXPANSION

• Federal Reserve created Great 
Depression by flooding economy 
with cheap currency and credit 
(Roaring 20s) then pulling the plug 
and sucking it out of the economy
• Allowed mega-bankers to buy 

everything for pennies on the 
dollars—homes, businesses, etc.



MASSIVE EXPANSION OF GOVERNMENT VIA NEW DEAL 

• Social Security Administration (SSA)

• Federal Housing Administration (FHA)

• Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 

• Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)

• Works Progress Administration (WPA) 

• Civil Works Administration (CWA)

• Farm Security Administration (FSA)

• National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 (NIRA)

• Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)

• Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC)
• Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)



BERNANKE ADMITS IT!



WORLD WAR II

• Gave birth to United Nations, 
World Bank, International 
Monetary Fund, etc.

• Gave birth to proto-European 
Union to usurp sovereignty 
and merge nations into 
regional superstate



• Wall Street financiers and other 
international bankers subsidized Hitler's 
rise to power.

• Professor Antony Sutton proves WWII was 
well planned and very profitable for 
Insiders.

• Documents prove J.P. Morgan, Rockefeller 
dynasty, Standard Oil, National City Bank, 
Chase and Manhattan banks, Kuhn, Loeb 
and Company, et al involved



WARS IN SYRIA, MIDDLE EAST:

• Millions of 
refugees flood 
into Western 
world, 
fundamentally 
transform 
everything



“Refugee Crisis”: Cause

lFirst: 
–Globalists destroyed
–Caused the crisis 
–Invited in refugees

lMigrants flooding in 
primarily from Libya, 
Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan.



In their own words

“I will ask the governments to cooperate, to 
recognize that sovereignty is an illusion —
that sovereignty is an absolute illusion that 
has to be put behind us. The days of hiding 
behind borders and fences are long gone. 
We have to work together and cooperate 
together to make a better world. And that 
means taking on some of the old 
shibboleths, taking on some of the old 
historic memories and images of our own 
country and recognizing that we’re part of 
humankind.”

UN Migration Czar Peter 
Sutherland (Goldman 
Sachs, Bilderberg) 



-Brits a minority in London
-Swedes a minority in 
Malmo
-Germans a minority in 
Frankfurt



Fighting back: a treasonous conspiracy

“It is forbidden to point out that the 
masses arriving from other civilizations 
endanger our way of life, our culture, 
our customs and our Christian 
traditions. It is forbidden to point out 
that this is not an accidental and 
unintentional chain of consequences, 
but a pre-planned and orchestrated 
operation; a mass of people directed 
towards us.

Hungarian Prime 
Minister Viktor 
Orban



Fighting back: a treasonous conspiracy

“ It is forbidden to say that in Brussels 
they are concocting schemes to 
transport foreigners here as quickly as 
possible and to settle them here among 
us. It is forbidden to point out that the 
purpose of settling people here is to 
reshape the religious and cultural 
landscape of Europe, and to re-
engineer its ethnic foundations —
thereby eliminating the last barrier to 
internationalism: the nation-states.”

Hungarian Prime 
Minister Viktor 
Orban



ROCKEFELLER 
FOUNDATION

• “Scenarios for the Future of 
Technology and International 
Development.”

• 4 Scenarios to move toward New 
World Order

• Lock Step scenario envisioned 
global pandemic to lock down the 
planet and crush freedom, with 
public support





PLANDEMIC

• Mass vaccination program, 
vaccine passports

• Supply chain chaos
• Election fraud
• Massive censorship, algorithm 

manipulation
• Great Reset



NEXT HEALTH CRISIS – BIRD FLU,MONEYPOX



NEXT HEALTH CRISIS – BIRD FLU,MONEYPOX



DESIRED OUTCOME: GLOBAL WHO REGIME

• International 
Pandemic Treaty

• Changes to 
International Health 
Regulation

• Everything is a 
“health” crisis 
including gun 
violence, climate 
change, and racism. 





CLIMATE/ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS -

• Club of Rome, First Global Revolution: 
• “In searching for a common enemy against 

whom we can unite, we came up with the 
idea that pollution, the threat of global 
warming, water shortages, famine and the 
like, would fit the bill…. All these dangers 
are caused by human intervention In 
natural processes. and it is only through 
changed attitudes and behaviour that they 
can be overcome. The real enemy then is 
humanity itself.”



Endless traumas to 
usher in new ethics 
and morality





WATER CRISIS



GLOBAL WAR ON FARMERS

• Sri Lanka, Holland, South Africa, China, US, Canada, Brazil, etc



ENGINEERED FOOD CRISIS



• “Hunger has great positive value to many people. Indeed, it is fundamental to 
the working of the world's economy. Hungry people are the most productive 
people, especially where there is a need for manual labour.” – George Kent



UN CHIEF ON FAMINE



GATES RNA VAX

• Must genetically engineer crops 
(and even people) to 
supposedly feed planet.



SRI LANKA FOOD CRISIS

• Burn down institutions



EAT ZE BUGZ





• Leviticus 11:41 describes eating most 
types of insects as “an abomination.”

• But school children being brainwashed 



STUDIES ON BUGS

• 2017 study on chitin in bugs: “provoke 
human innate immunity to generate a 
deluge of inflammatory cytokines, which 
injure organs (leading to asthma, atopic 
dermatitis etc.), and in persistent situations 
lead to death (multiple sclerosis, systemic 
lupus erythromatosus (SLE), cancer, etc.).” 

• 2019 study on how eating insects transmits 
dangerous parasites to humans and 
animals. 



GLOBAL ENERGY CRISIS



ALL PLANNED!



















ENGINEERED ENERGY FAMINE

• Shutting down coal power plants 
to stop “global warming”

• Shutting down oil and gas 
exploration

• Shutting down nuclear power 
plants over “safety” concerns

• Forcing reliance on expensive, 
unreliable, China-made “green” 
schemes 



ENERGY CRISIS – EU RATIONING, DEPENDENCE 



GOAL? ENERGY FASCISM

• MEGHAN L. O’SULLIVAN, Harvard Kennedy School, 
Special Asst. to President to GW Bush, Deputy National 
Security Adviser:

• “…the coming energy order will be defined by 
something that few analysts have fully appreciated: 
government intervention in the energy sector on a scale 
not seen in recent memory. After four decades during 
which they generally sought to curb their activity in 
energy markets, Western governments are now 
recognizing the need to play a more expansive role in 
everything from building (and retiring) fossil fuel 
infrastructure to influencing where private companies 
buy and sell energy to limiting emissions through 
carbon pricing, subsidies, mandates, and standards.”



POLITICAL CRISIS – CIVIL WAR



POLITICAL CRISIS – CIVIL WAR



BLACK PEOPLE UNDERSTANDING



Fake Terror, by FBI
l Human Rights Watch study: Almost every high-profile domestic 

terror case across America since the September 11 attacks 
featured the “direct involvement” of government agents or 
informants. In some cases, virtually the entire “terrorism” plot 
— from start to finish — was actually led and financed by 
government operatives.





False Flags: Operation 
Northwoods

• DOD Operation Northwoods envisioned terror attacks against 
US or Cuban civilian or military targets blamed on foreign 
government. 

• One scenario: shooting down airliner. Another: bombings in 
Miami. Yet another: sinking boat with refugees.

• “The desired resultant from the execution of this plan would 
be to place the United States in the apparent position of 
suffering defensible grievances from a rash and irresponsible 
government of Cuba and to develop an international image of 
a Cuban threat to peace in the Western Hemisphere.” 



False Flag: Operation Mongoose

l CIA:“We could develop a Communist Cuban terror 
campaign in the Miami area, in other Florida cities and 
even in Washington. We could sink a boatload of Cubans 
enroute to Florida (real or simulated). We could foster 
attempts on lives of Cuban refugees in the United States 
even to the extent of wounding in instances to be widely 
publicized. Exploding a few plastic bombs in carefully 
chosen spots, the arrest of a Cuban agent and the 
release of prepared documents substantiating Cuban 
involvement also would be helpful in projecting the idea 
of an irresponsible government.”



“The simulation 
also used fake 
news reports 
that in the 
scenario caused 
chaos in global 
markets and a 
run on banks.”



Cyber Pandemic



WORLD 
CURRENCY

• Published 1988
• Phoenix rising from 

ashes of burning paper 
currency

• Economist = Bilderberg 
mouthpiece 

• 2018 date 



OBAMA ADMIN AGREED!



IMF CHIEF BRAGS AMID COVID!



LAST CRISIS: GLOBAL CURRENCY?

• “We must act at par with the magnitude 
of the challenge. For us at the IMF it 
means working with you to make our 
crisis response even stronger. For this we 
ask your backing to double our 
emergency financing capacity and boost 
global liquidity through a sizeable SDR 
(Special Drawing Right) allocation.”



-Agenda for cashless society being spearheaded by the Bank for 
International Settlements through “Innovation Hub.”

-BIS “Innovation Hub” has “strategic partnership” with Federal Reserve 
and other central banks

BIS LEADS THE WAY



QUIGLEY



Carroll Quigley

“The powers of financial 
capitalism had another far-
reaching aim, nothing less 

than to create a world 
system of financial 

control in private hands 
able to dominate the 

political system of each 
country and the economy 
of the world as a whole.”



“This system was to be controlled in a 
feudalist fashion by the central 
banks of the world acting in concert 
by secret meetings and 
conferences. The apex of the 
system was to be the Bank for 
International Settlements in 
Basel, Switzerland, a private bank 
owned and controlled by the world's 
central banks which were 
themselves private corporations.”







“My Administration places the 
highest urgency on research 
and development efforts into 
the potential design and 
deployment options of a 
United States Central Bank 
Digital Currency.” 





ECONOMIC CRISIS- JOBS DESTROYED, UBI, YUVAL
USELESS EATERS



GLOBALISM VIA REGIONALISM!



REGIONS

• "The most likely outcome along the globalization-
no globalization continuum lies in an in-between 
solution: regionalization.”

• “The success of the European Union as a free 
trade area or the new Regional Comprehensive 
Partnership in Asia (a proposed free trade 
agreement among the 10 countries that compose 
ASEAN) are important illustrative cases of how 
regionalization may well become a new watered-
down version of globalization."

• "Even the three states that compose North 
America now trade more with each other than 
with China or Europe.”



LINCOLN BLOOMFIELD

• 1962 report “A World Effectively Controlled 
by the United Nations” by U.S. State 
Department, CFR member, OSS operative and 
longtime State Department official Lincoln 
Bloomfield argued global government could 
be brought about via regionalism. 

• In the plan, he proposed that “ever larger 
units evolve through customs unions, 
confederation, regionalism, etc., until 
ultimately the larger units coalesce under a 
global umbrella.” 



REGIONALISM: GUY VERHOFSTADT, EU LEADER



REGIONALISM: HELEN CLARK, EX-NZ PM & UN BIGWIG



REGION: EU FOREIGN MINISTER FEDERICA MOGHERINI



WORLD ORDER BY HENRY KISSINGER

“The contemporary quest for world order 
will require a coherent strategy to 
establish a concept of order within the 
various regions and to relate these 
regional orders to one another." 

Kissinger recruited Klaus Schwab!



NORTH AMERICAN UNION

• Signed by then-American 
Ambassador to Canada Paul 
Cellucci, outlines the best ways to 
peddle the scheme to 
policymakers and the public. 

• Discusses ways of getting around 
national constitutions and even 
the possibility of an eventual 
“monetary union.”



REGIONALISM: EU FOREIGN MINISTER FREDERIC MOGERI



• Globalist
• Started with 

Rothschild 
money

• Helped Nazis
• “Good Club”

in favor of 
population 
control

SOROS





Kings Conspiring
“The kings of the earth take their stand, 
and the rulers conspire together against 
the LORD and His Anointed One.”

Psalm 2:2



God Laughs!
“The One enthroned in heaven 
laughs; the Lord ridicules 
them.”

-Psalm 2:4



• Fear and 
Ignorance are 
the KEY

• Predators 
need you 
afraid and 
confused



“For God hath not 
given us the spirit of 
fear; but of power, and 
of love, and of a sound 
mind.”

-2 Timothy 1:7



UNMASKING EVIL

And have no fellowship 
with the unfruitful 
works of darkness, but 
rather reprove them.

• Ephesians 5:11



Flesh and Blood: Spiritual Battle

l Ephesians 6:12: “For we wrestle not against 
flesh and blood, but against principalities, 
against powers, against the rulers of the 
darkness of this world, against spiritual 
wickedness in high places.”



PREPARE!

• Bullets, beans, etc – GET 
SUPPLIES –
PrepareWithSentinel.com

• Buy extra NOW!
• Farmer markets—meet 

local farmers
• WATER WATER WATER



• Multiple income 
streams

• Have SAVINGS 
diversified



COMMUNITY: SMALL GROUPS

• Homeschool co-op
• Mutual Assistance 

Groups
• Bible study/Church
• Neighbors
• Local officials, sheriff, 

etc.



• The monsters behind the crises 
pose as saviors—say NO! 

• Food, energy, war, water, etc

AVOID FALSE SOLUTIONS



TURN OFF THE TV!

• Stop subjecting yourself and 
your family to this 
psychological terrorism

• Mass formation psychosis: 
Fear and programming being 
used to manipulate everyone





• What is the Deep State?
• How does it operate?
• Deep State Behind the Deep 

State?
• DVDs at JBS table and Red Pill 

Expo table

KNOW THY ENEMY!



• Government schools 
indoctrinating children!
• Home school, private school
• Read Crimes of the Educators
• Check out FreedomProject
Academy
• Visit PublicSchoolExit.com

PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN





Get involved in POLITICS!

-Run for office at local, state, federal level

-Get involved in the party machinery

-Help somebody running for office with 
door knocking, phones, etc

-Donate money to campaigns and 
grassroots organizations

-Work with elected officials to educate and 
hold accountable



lJudges 7 tells of 
Gideon + God vs 
Midianites
lCowards leave: 
22,000 gone, 10,000 
remain
lJust 300 at the end
lWith God’s help, 
Gideon victorious!





And it came to pass that night, 
that the angel of the LORD went 
out, and smote in the camp of 
the Assyrians an hundred 
fourscore and five thousand 
[185,000]: and when they arose 
early in the morning, behold, 
they were all dead corpses.

-2 Kings 19:35



"If God is for us, 
who can be 
against us?" 
Romans 8:31



GOD IS VICTORIOUS!


